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013.04.0Abstract Libration-point missions have been very useful and successful. Due to the unstable nat-
ures of most of these orbits, the long-time stationkeeping demands frequent maneuvers and precise
orbit determinations. Earth-based tracking will have to undertake much more responsibilities with
the increasing number of libration missions. An autonomous navigation system could offer a better
way to decrease the need for Earth-based tracking. Nevertheless, when an autonomous navigation
system is applied, there are three important factors affecting autonomous navigation accuracy, i.e.,
the accuracy of initial conditions, the accuracy of measurements, and the accuracy of onboard
dynamics for propagation. This paper focuses on analyzing the inﬂuence from the third factor
and ﬁnding an appropriate navigation dynamics, which can satisfy the requirement of estimation
accuracy but not cause too much burden for onboard computation. When considering the restricted
three-body model and the bicircular restricted four-body model as navigation dynamics, the astrin-
gency is not shown during the simulations. Meanwhile, when considering the inﬂuences of the Sun’s
direct and indirect perturbations and the eccentricity of the Moon’s orbit, a new navigation
dynamic model with the standard ephemerides is proposed. The simulation shows the feasibility
of the proposed model.
ª 2013 Production and hosting by Elsevier Ltd. on behalf of CSAA & BUAA.
Open access under CC BY-NC-ND license.1. Introduction
In the last 20 years, libration-point missions have been very
useful and successful, from the International Sun–Earth
Explorer-3 (ISEE-3) to the most recently Acceleration,1 86418233.
.cn (W. Jing), qianyingjing@
orial Committee of CJA.
g by Elsevier
ng by Elsevier Ltd. on behalf of C
43Reconnection, Turbulence and Electrodynamics of the Moon’s
Interaction with the Sun (ARTEMIS) mission. Farquhar,1
Howell,2 Andreu,3 and others have made great contributions
to libration-point dynamics. Conley,4 Koon,5 Parker,6 and
others extended applications of libration points, such as solar
sail, low energy transfer orbits. Nevertheless, as for the naviga-
tion problem for libration-point missions, less attention was
paid to this area from 1970s to 2005.
In the past decades, all the navigations used to determine
the orbits of libration-point probes are generated by Earth-
based tracking sensors. For instance, (1) ISEE-3 was the ﬁrst
libration-point mission tracked by using S-band radiometric
data on an irregular basis7; (2) Solar and Heliospheric Obser-
vatory (SOHO) was mainly tracked with the 26 m deep spaceSAA & BUAA. Open access under CC BY-NC-ND license.
1260 W. Jing et al.network (DSN) antennas, as well as some data from the 34 m
and 70 m antennas8; (3) the navigation method for the Ad-
vanced Composition Explorer (ACE) was 3 h of 26 m DSN
tracking data every day, with some additional tracking from
the 34 m antennas9; (4) the Microwave Anisotropy Probe
(MAP) was tracked for at least 45 min every day from the
34 m or 70 m DSN antennas10; (5) in late summer 2010, two
probes from the ARTEMIS mission arrived at the Earth–
Moon Lissajous orbits, which were both tracked by the 34 m
DSN antennas.11 Dunham and Farquhar12 listed eight future
libration-point missions being considered when their paper
was written. If these missions happen, they would probably in-
crease the need for DSN tracking. Beckman13 suggested that
an autonomous navigation system for libration-point orbits
could eliminate the need for the DSN.
Several different methods of autonomous orbit determina-
tion have been proposed with different measurement types14–
19 for interplanetary and Earth-centered missions. However,
few references about autonomous navigation for libration
probes, especially Earth-Moon libation probes, could be found
until 2005. Hill and Born20–22 proposed a new method called
LiAISON navigation which used only scalar satellite-to-satel-
lite tracking observations to estimate the orbits of all of the
participating spacecraft simultaneously. In 2012, Qian et al.23
proposed the Sun–Earth–Moon (SEM) autonomous naviga-
tion for Earth–Moon libration missions, which made use of
the information provided by the Sun, the Moon, and the
Earth. Those are all good demonstrations of the feasibility
for applying autonomous navigation in libration missions.
As we start to pay attention to autonomous navigation, it is
easy to notice that researchers usually focused on the accuracy
of measurements (e.g., measurement type and measurement
equipment) and the accuracy of initial conditions (e.g., what
kind of initial condition can ensure the convergence). As for
the third inﬂuencing factor, the accuracy of onboard dynamics
was rarely mentioned. For a navigation problem, there should
be a ‘‘true’’ orbit dynamics for generating measurements and a
navigation dynamics for onboard computation. Generally,
those two are different because the ‘‘true’’ orbit dynamics
should represent the real mechanical environment, while the
navigation dynamics is artiﬁcially modeled. The modeling er-
rors are unavoidable. However, most papers assume that they
are the same. In other words, the inﬂuence from the accuracy
of onboard dynamics is ignored during the process. Even the
latest results from LiAISON navigation and SEM navigation
still make this assumption. For interplanetary ﬂy and Earth-
centered missions, the inﬂuence from the accuracy of onboard
dynamics does not affect the estimation results signiﬁcantly,
because those orbits are stable and do not diverge easily.
The mild difference between an onboard dynamics and the real
dynamics would not cause a major error in estimation. For in-
stant, in a near-Earth mission in Ref.24 the onboard dynamicsTable 1 Deﬁnition of the coordinate systems.
Name J2000 geocentric equatorial coordinate system (J2000)
Origin Center of the Earth
X-axis Pointing to the vernal equinox at noon on 1 Jan. 2000
Z-axis Pointing to the North Pole at this time
Y-axis Completing the right-handed coordinate systemis just a simpliﬁed model with J2 perturbation, but the estima-
tion still converges to a reasonable result. On the contrary,
when it comes to libration-point missions, especially in the
Earth-Moon libration-point quasi-periodic (EMLQ) orbits,
due to the strong inﬂuence of the Sun, a tiny error could trigger
a fast divergence of the unstable state and drift a probe far
away from its nominal orbit. Therefore, it is very likely that
an autonomous navigation could diverge without any mea-
surement and initial errors only because of the low accuracy
of its onboard dynamics.
Thus far, two models have been used in autonomous navi-
gation for EMLQ orbits. In Ref.21 a circular restricted three-
body problem (CR3BP) model is employed, in which the direct
solar inﬂuence, the indirect solar inﬂuence, and the Moon’s
eccentricity are not all taken into account. Detailed descrip-
tions about direct and indirect solar inﬂuence can be found
in Ref.25. A bicircular restricted four-body problem (BR4BP)
model is used by Hill et al. for a translunar libration mission,22
in which the Earth and the Moon travel in circles about their
mutual barycenter while the Sun travels in another circle about
the Earth–Moon barycenter, and these three primaries all lie
on the same plane. Apparently, compared with the CR3BP
model, it is an improved model which includes the direct solar
inﬂuence but still with many assumptions on the real system.
Refs.21,22 both show reasonable results under the condition
that modeling error between the onboard dynamics and the
real Earth-Moon system is ignored. Therefore, there are two
questions remaining unsolved: (1) can these two models satisfy
the convergence when the modeling errors are considered? (2)
if the existing models could not satisfy the convergence, what
kind of model can satisfy the convergence?
With an intention of solving both questions, ﬁrstly, a nav-
igation dynamic model for EMLQ orbits with full consider-
ation of solar inﬂuence and the eccentricity of the Moon’s
orbit is proposed, in which the standard ephemerides
(DE405) are used to express the states of the Sun and the
Moon. Then, we take the SEM autonomous navigation for a
translunar quasi-periodic probe as an example to evaluate
the performances of the CR3BP model, the BR4BP model,
and the proposed model when modeling errors are considered,
in which the orientation information from the Sun, the Earth,
and the Moon are chosen as the measurements.2. Navigation dynamics
To start with, we introduce the deﬁnitions of the two coordi-
nate systems as shown in Table 1 and Fig. 1.
The coordinate system OXYZ is considered as an inertial
coordinate system in this paper, and thus, the absolute angular
velocity of the rotating coordinate system Oxyz is the angular
velocity relative to J2000(OXYZ), which is denoted by x.Name Geocentric rotating coordinate system (GRC)
Origin Center of the Earth
x-axis Pointing to the center of the Moon
y-axis Pointing to the instantaneous direction of the Moon’s
orbital angular momentum
z-axis Completing the right-handed coordinate system
Fig. 1 Sketch of the coordinate systems.
Autonomous navigation to quasi-periodic orbits neartranslunar libration points 1261It is worth stressing that x is a parameter of great impor-
tance for EMLQ orbits, which embodies the Sun’s indirect
inﬂuence and the eccentricity of the Moon’s orbit. By looking
into the expression of x in a dynamics, we can be aware of
what kind of assumption this dynamics has. Therefore, we dis-
cuss x in a real Earth–Moon system at ﬁrst.
x is decided by the movement of the Moon which can be
expressed in J2000 as
€rM ¼  lE þ lM
r3M
rM þ lS
rM  rS
r3MS
 rS
r3S
 
ð1Þ
where lE, lM, and lS are the gravitational constants for the
Earth, the Moon and the Sun; rM and rS denote the Moon’s
and the Sun’s position vectors relative to the center of the
Earth in the J2000 and rM = krMk, rS = krSk,
rMS = krSrMk. To be speciﬁc, x is decided by the right ascen-
sion of the ascending node (RAAN) X, the argument of peri-
gee w, the true anomaly fta, and the inclination i of the
Moon’s orbit, which are the Moon’s orbital elements in
J2000. According to Ref.26 the expression for x in GRC can
be expressed as
x ¼
xx
xy
xz
264
375 ¼ _X sinðfta þ wÞ sin iþ _i cosðfta þ wÞ_X cosðfta þ wÞ sin i _i sinðfta þ wÞ
_X cos iþ _fta þ _w
264
375 ð2Þ
Considering the last term in Eq. (1) as the perturbation and
according to perturbation equations for the orbital elements,
the expressions for X, w, fta, and i can be summarized as
_X¼ rM sinðwþ ftaÞ
na2
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1 e2
p
sin i
Fnn
_w¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1 e2
p
nae
Fr cos ftaþFt 1þ
rM
p
 
sin fta
 
 _Xcos i
_fta ¼ Vt
rM
þ rM
hMe
ð1þ ecos ftaÞFr cos ftað2þ ecos ftaÞFt sin fta½ 
_i¼ rM cosðwþ ftaÞ
na2
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1 e2
p Fnn
8>>>>>>><>>>>>>>:
ð3Þ
where
Fr ¼ lS
rS  rM
r3MS
 rS
rS
 
 rM
rM
Ft ¼ lS
rS  rM
r3MS
 rS
rS
 
 hM  rM
rMhM
Fnn ¼ lS
rS  rM
rMS
 rS
rS
 
 hM
hM
¼ lS
r3MS
 lS
rS
 
ðrS  hMÞ
Vt ¼ _rM  hM  rM
rMhM
¼ hM  rM  _rM
rMhM
¼ h
2
M
rM
8>>>>>><>>>>>>:in which, hM = rM · _rM is the Moon’s orbital angular momen-
tum and hM =||hM||; Fr, Ft and Fnn are perturbation for the
Moon’s orbit in GRC and Vt is the velocity caused by Ft; a
is the semi-major axis, and e the eccentricity; n= lS
1/2a3/2;
rM = p/(1 + ecos fta); p= a(1  e2). Based on Eq. (3) and
the relationship between the orbital elements, we can easily
derive the expression for the angular velocity in GRC as
xx ¼ Fn
Vt
¼ rM
h2M
lS
r3MS
 lS
rS
 
ðrS  hMÞ
xy ¼ 0
xz ¼ Vt
rM
¼ hM
r2M
8>>><>>>:
ð4Þ
and the angular acceleration in GRC as
_xx¼ _rMhM2rM
_hM
h3M
lS
r3MS
lS
r3S
 
ðrS hMÞþ3 rM
h2M
lS 
_rMS
r4MS
þ _rS
r4S
 
ðrS hMÞþ rM
h2M
lS
r3MS
lS
r3S
 
ðmS hMÞ
_xy¼0
_xz¼2 _rMhMþ
_hMrM
r3M
8>>>>>><>>>>>>:
ð5Þ
where
_rM ¼ rM  mM
rM
; _rS ¼ rS  mS
rS
_rMS ¼ mS  mM; _rMS ¼ rMS  _rMS
rMS
_hM ¼ lS
r3MS
 lS
r3S
 
ðrM  rSÞ; _hM ¼ hM 
_hM
hM
8>>>><>>>>:
During the process of deriving x, no other assumptions are
added. Eqs. (4) and (5) are the expressions with considerations
of the Sun’s indirect inﬂuence and the eccentricity of the
Moon’s orbit.
2.1. Pervious navigation models
As we stressed at the beginning of Section 2, comparing x in a
real Earth-Moon system (Eq. (4)) with the expressions for x in
literatures will contribute to the analysis of navigation
dynamics.
The ﬁrst model that we analyze is the CR3BP model.
According to the deﬁnition of the CR3BP model,21 the angular
velocity for the CR3BP model is
x ¼ xx xy xz½ T ¼ 0 0
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
lEþlM
r3
M
qh iT
_x ¼ 0 0 0½ T
8<: ð6Þ
and the CR3BP model of an Earth–Moon libration probe can
be expressed in GRC as follows:
€x ¼ 2xz _yþ x2zx
lE
r3P
þ lM
r3PM
 
xþ lM
r3PM
 lM
r3M
 
rM
€y ¼ 2xz _xþ x2zy
lE
r3P
þ lM
r3PM
 
y
€z ¼  lE
r3P
þ lM
r3PM
 
z
8>>>><>>>>:
ð7Þ
Table 2 Parameters for the orbit.
Parameter Value
UTC gregorian date 1 Oct. 2012 12:00:00.000
Position (km) x 476333.10266411
y 0.00658345
z 4478.74238999
Velocity (km/s) vx 0.03686306
vy 0.15412596
vz 0.00005963
1262 W. Jing et al.where rP is the distance from the center of mass of the Earth to
the Earth–Moon libration probe and rPM the distance between
the probe and the Moon.
By comparing the expressions for x, it is easy to notice that
the CR3BP model only considers the inﬂuences from the Earth
and the Moon (lS = 0), and the eccentricity of the Moon’s or-
bit is assumed to be zero as well (hM is constant, rM is constant,
_rM=0, and _hM=0).
The other widely used model for navigation is the BR4BP
model. According to the deﬁnition of the BR4BP model,22
since rM and rS are both in the same plane and hM is perpen-
dicular to them, rM ÆhM = 0 is obtained. Based on the assump-
tion that the Earth and the Moon travel in circles about
their mutual barycenter, hM is a constant. x should be as
follows:
x ¼ xx xy xz½ T ¼ 0 0 hM
r2M
 T
_x ¼ 0 0 0½ T
8><>: ð8Þ
and the BR4BP model of an Earth–Moon libration probe can
be expressed in GRC as follows:
€x¼ 2xz _yþx2zx
lE
r3P
þ lM
r3PM
þ lS
r3PS
 
x
þ lM
r3PM
lM
r3M
 
rMþ lS
r3PS
lS
r3S
 
rSx
€y¼2xz _xx2zy
lE
r3P
þ lM
r3PM
þ lS
r3PS
 
yþ lS
r3PS
lS
r3S
 
rSy
€z¼ lE
r3P
þ lM
r3PM
þ lS
r3PS
 
z
8>>>>>>><>>>>>>>:
ð9Þ
where rSx ¼ rS  rM
rM
; rSy ¼ rS  hM  rM
rMhM
.
2.2. New navigation dynamics
It has been seen that, the dynamics in literatures for autono-
mous navigation have assumptions for a real Earth-Moon sys-
tem. Whether those assumptions for autonomous navigation
are appropriate or not remains to be validated. Therefore, a
navigation dynamic model for EMLQ orbits with full consid-
eration of solar inﬂuence is proposed.
If the non-spherical gravitational inﬂuence of the Earth and
the disturbances of other planets are neglected, an Earth–
Moon libration probe’s navigation dynamic model in the
J2000 coordinate system is:
€rP ¼  lE
r3P
rP þ lM
rM  rP
r3PM
 rM
r3M
 
þ lS
rS  rP
r3PS
 rS
r3S
 
ð10Þ
where rP is the position vector from the center of mass of the
Earth to the Earth–Moon libration probe in J2000; rM and
rS have the same deﬁnitions as in Eq. (1) and rPM = krM  rPk,
rPS = krS  rPk.
Eq. (10) is a dynamics based on Newton’s classical mechan-
ics. In order to transform Eq. (10) into GRC without adding
more assumptions, we deﬁne that rbP is the position vector from
the center of mass of the Earth to the Earth–Moon libration
probe in GRC, and _rbP and €r
b
P are the relative speed and accel-
eration in GRC. Then we can obtain
€rP ¼ €rbP þ 2x _rbP þ x ðx rPÞ þ _x rP ð11ÞThe result from the combination of Eqs. (10) and (11) is as
follows:
€rbP ¼ 2x _rbP  x ðx rPÞ  _x rP 
lE
r3P
rP
þ lM
rM  rP
r3PM
 rM
r3M
 
þ lS
rS  rP
r3PS
 rS
r3S
 
ð12Þ
The last term in Eq. (12) is due to the direct solar perturba-
tion. The effects of the indirect solar perturbation and the
Moon’s orbital eccentricity are contained in the expression of
x.
Then, we substitute the expression of x in Eq. (4) into the
navigation dynamics of an Earth-Moon libration probe in Eq.
(12), and get
€x ¼ 2xz _yþx2zxxxxzzþ _xzy
lE
r3P
þ lM
r3PM
þ lS
r3PS
 
x
þ lM
r3PM
 lM
r3M
 
rM þ lS
r3PS
 lS
r3S
 
rSx
€y ¼ 2xx _z 2xz _x ðx2x þx2zÞyþ _xxz _xzx
 lE
r3P
þ lM
r3PM
þ lS
r3PS
 
yþ lS
r3PS
 lS
r3S
 
rSy
€z ¼ 2xx _yþx2xzxxxzxþ _xxy
 lE
r3P
þ lM
r3PM
þ lS
r3PS
 
zþ lS
r3PS
 lS
r3S
 
rSz
8>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>:
ð13Þ
where rSz ¼ rS  hM
hM
.
It is clear that the navigation dynamic model proposed in
this paper is a more general model, which has the CR3BP
model and the BR4BP model as special cases. Eq. (13) takes
the Sun’s direct and indirect inﬂuences and the Moon’s orbital
eccentricity into consideration, which is also mathematically
equal to Eq. (10). Since the dot product is irrelevant to the
coordinate systems, orbital parameters of the Sun and the
Moon can be directly calculated with the Sun’s and Moon’s
ephemerides (such as the DE405 ephemerides) in J2000.
2.3. Evaluation for navigation dynamics
A simple integration is preformed to investigate the perfor-
mances of the CR3BP model, the BR4BP model, and the pro-
posed model.
Given a set of precise initial conditions of an Earth-Moon
libration-point quasi-periodic orbit, then we numerically inte-
grate it with Eqs. (7) and (9), and Eq. (13) for two periods
(about 30 days). The set of precise initial conditions listed in
Table 2 is generated from an STK/Astorgator propagator
(a) CR3BP 
(b) BR4BP 
(c) The proposed model 
(d) Orbit generated by STK (viewed from the X-Z plane).
Fig. 2 Evaluation results.
Fig. 3 Geometry of the observation vectors.
Autonomous navigation to quasi-periodic orbits neartranslunar libration points 1263which considers the gravitational force of the Earth (8 · 8), the
spherical solar radiation pressure, the Sun’s third body effect,
the Moon’s third body effect, the Jupiter’s third body effect,
and the Venus’s third body effect. Evaluation results are
shown in Fig. 2.
In Fig. 2(c), the curve is the trajectory generated by the pro-
posed model, which can maintain to be a quasi-periodic orbit
during the simulation time. However, the curve in Fig. 2(a)
generated by the CR3BP model diverges signiﬁcantly. The
one in Fig. 2(b) is generated from the BR4BP model which
can maintain the trajectory like a quasi-periodic orbit for less
than one period and then diverges.
It is obvious that the proposed model is accurate enough
for maintaining a probe moving as a quasi-periodic orbit dur-
ing the simulation and can better represent the dynamic char-
acteristics of the Earth-Moon quasi-periodic orbits than the
CR3BP and BR4BP models.3. Sun–Earth–Moon navigation
In this section, we introduce SEM autonomous navigation
which will be used in Section 4 for evaluating the third inﬂu-
ence. The Sun–Earth–Moon autonomous navigation, which
is a method where a spacecraft can determine its orbit using
only satellite-to-SEM’s orientation information from a Sun
sensor, an Earth sensor, and a Moon sensor, is applied. The
detailed descriptions of SEM navigation can be found in
Refs.24,27,28. Based on the special location of the EMLQ orbit
and the explicitly regular motions and the outstanding optical
characteristic of the Sun, the Earth and the Moon, the Sun–
Earth–Moon navigation could be a good choice.
3.1. Onboard navigation dynamics
For the onboard system, Eqs. (7), (9), and (13) are used as
the onboard models for different cases in Section 4, but they
can all be written in a general state equation form which can
be used for the propagation of the states in the ﬁlter as
follows:
_X ¼ fðX; tÞ þ rðtÞ ð14Þ
where X = [rT vT] and r(t) is a process noise term. Generally,
the inﬂuence from r(t) cannot be eliminated completely by any
type of ﬁlter. Therefore, the accuracy of f(X, t) is important for
the onboard system.
3.2. Observation method
The geometry of the observation vectors for this study is
shown in Fig. 3.
In Fig. 3, the solid vectors LS, LE, and LM represent the ori-
entation information from onboard sensors to the Sun, the
Earth and the Moon, respectively, which are all in the sensor
coordinate system. Detailed descriptions of this coordinate
system and working principles of those sensors can be found
in Refs. 24,29 and Appendix A. Moreover, the dash vectors
RS and RM are the onboard ephemeris information expressed
in GRC that can provide the orientation information about
the Sun and the Moon as well. The dash vector RE is the prop-
agation of the states from onboard navigation dynamics,
which is relevant to the states X and propagated with Eq. (14).
1264 W. Jing et al.So far, two groups of angle information are obtained. The
ﬁrst one is the observed measurement Zmea, which contains the
angle information of a1 and a2. Since LS, LE, and LM are mea-
sured orientation information, the measurement noises are in-
cluded which are assumed to be white Gaussian noise
processes. The expressions for a1 and a2 are scalar as shown
in Eq. (15). Recall that Zmea is the measurement, which follows
the ‘‘true’’ orbit:
Zmea ¼
a1
a2
" #
¼
arccos
LS  LE
kLSk  kLE k
arccos
LM  LE
kLMk  kLEk
2664
3775 ð15Þ
where ||Æ|| denotes the norm for vector.
The second group of angle information is the onboard com-
puted angle information Zcom, which consists of RS, RE, and
RM. The expressions for b1 and b2 are
Zcom ¼
b1
b2
 
¼
arccos
RS  REðXk; tkÞ
kRSk  kREk
arccos
RM  REðXk; tkÞ
kRMk  kREk
2664
3775 ð16Þ
where the Xk denotes the state at time tk.
Usually, the computed RS, RE, and RM could drift from the
true values. Additionally, the angle information is not relevant
to the coordinate system. Thus, we obtain the observation as
follows:
Zk ¼ Zmea  Zcom ð17Þ3.3. Navigation algorithm
SEM navigation can be conducted using any type of ﬁlter.
Considering that a real-time state update provides a spacecraft
with accurate orbit determination quickly, an extended Kal-
man ﬁlter (EKF) is chosen here, which is relatively simple
and provides real-time state estimates.
A detailed description of how to implement the EKF can
be found in Ref.29. Supposing that w and v are Gaussian
white noises with zero-mean and E{w(k)wT(j)} = Qkdkj,
E{v(k)v(j)} = Rkdkj (dkj is the Kroneker function), the proce-
dure of the EKF is given as the following.
(1) The optimal estimation.
The optimal estimation X(k + 1/k) can be derived as:
bXðkþ 1=kÞ ¼ bXðk=kÞ þ fðbXðk=kÞ; tkÞDt ðk
¼ 1; 2; . . . ;N 1Þ ð18Þ
where Dt is the time interval after discretization and N the
number of the sampling points.Table 3 Research cases.
Case No. Onboard model ‘‘True’’ orbit Initial positi
I CR3BP CR3BP 10
II CR3BP STK 10
III BR4BP STK 10
IV The proposed model STK 10(2) The updated error covariance matrix P(k + 1/k) of the
estimation is as follows:Pðkþ 1=kÞ ¼ UkPðk=kÞUTðk; kÞ þQk ð19Þ
where Uk ¼ Iþ AðbXðk=kÞÞDtþ 0:5 AðbXðk=kÞÞ 2Dt2, P(k/k)
is the error covariance matrix before the update, and
AðbXðk=kÞÞ ¼ @fðbXðk=kÞ; tkÞ
@X
.
(3) The optimal gain matrix K(k) is the gain at the measure-
ment time updated by:Kðkþ 1Þ ¼ Pðkþ 1=kÞHT HPðkþ 1=kÞHT þ Rk
	 
1 ð20Þ
(4) The state can be updated when new measurements are
available using the following equation:bXðkþ 1=kþ 1Þ ¼ bXðkþ 1=kÞ þ Kðkþ 1ÞðZðkþ 1Þ
HbXðkþ 1=kÞÞ ð21Þ
(5) The error variance matrix of the EKF result is:Pðkþ 1=kþ 1Þ ¼ ðI Kðkþ 1ÞHÞPðkþ 1=kÞ ð22Þ
4. Evaluations of inﬂuence from the accuracy of onboardnavigation dynamics
There are three important factors for autonomous navigation
accuracy, i.e., the accuracy of initial conditions, the accuracy
of measurements, and the accuracy of onboard dynamics for
propagation. In this section, we take the SEM autonomous
navigation for a translunar quasi-periodic probe as an example
to evaluate the third inﬂuence.
According the research purpose, two types of ‘‘true’’ orbits
are generated. The ﬁrst one generated by the CR3BP model is
only used in Case I as the scenario when the modeling errors
are ignored. The second one generated by STK is considered
as the ‘‘true’’ orbit for Case II, Case III, and Case IV. The
same STK propagator is utilized here and the parameters for
the ‘‘true orbit’’ are the same as those in Table 2. Total four
research cases are listed in Table 3.
During simulations, the ‘‘true’’ orbit in each case is used to
generate measurements for sensors.
A navigation mission is designed that involves a halo orbit in
Case I and a quasi-periodic orbit in Cases II–IV at the Earth–
Moon L2, which are all roughly 10000 km across their largest
dimensions. The ‘‘true’’ orbits are generated according to Table 2.
After generating ‘‘true’’ orbits in all cases, observations are
computed every 60 s. The measurements are used in the EKF
to estimate the state vector, which consists of three-dimen-
sional position and velocity. The initial positions have errorson error (km) Initial velocity error (m/s) Measurement error
5 No
5 No
5 No
5 No
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component are 5 m/s. These a priori errors P0 are chosen to
be slightly larger than the steady-state errors. The priori esti-
mation error covariance matrix is diagonal with standard devi-
ations of position and velocity, which are ﬁve times larger than
the actual errors. All simulation results are from the resulting
accuracy for a sample run of the EKF over half halo period
(8 days) starting on 1 Oct. 2012.
Since the inﬂuences of onboard dynamics are the only con-
cern here, we assume that there are no measurement errors in
the following simulations. Please notice that the measurement
errors are unavoidable in real practices.Fig. 4 Position and velo
Fig. 5 Position and velo(1) Case I
In this case, we assume that probe attitude information is
given and all the onboard sensors are precise. Only initial error
is applied here. The ‘‘true’’ orbit is generated by the CR3BP
model in this case and the onboard model is the CR3BP model
as well. Fig. 4 shows the resulting accuracy.
As we expected, the simulation converges very well under
the condition that the modeling errors are ignored. Since there
are no measurement and modeling errors, the simulation gives
a ﬁnal position error of 106 km and a ﬁnal velocity error of
1012 km/s, which are highly accurate.city errors for Case I.
city errors for Case II.
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We have the same assumptions for attitude information
and sensors precision in Case II. Only initial error is applied
here. The ‘‘true’’ orbit is generated by STK in this case while
the onboard model is the CR3BP model. Fig. 5 shows the
resulting accuracy.
The estimation cannot converge under this circumstance.
The ﬁnal error for position is 7.99133 · 104 km and the er-
ror for velocity is 6.28193 · 102 km/s. Compared with Case
I, the only difference here is the ‘‘true’’ orbit while the esti-
mation results are widely divergent. It is apparent that dur-
ing a real mission, due to the low accuracy of the CR3BP
model, it is not appropriate for autonomous navigation.Fig. 6 Position and veloc
Fig. 7 Position and velocThe cost of time on PC computation for Case II is
93.292847 s.
(3) Case III
Given the same assumptions as for Case II, only initial er-
ror is applied here. The ‘‘true’’ orbit is generated by STK in
this case while the onboard model is the BR4BP model.
Fig. 6 shows the resulting accuracy.
Although the onboard dynamics has been improved as the
BR4BP model considers the direct inﬂuence from the Sun, the
simulation still diverges. The ﬁnal position error is
1.06251 · 103 km and the ﬁnal velocity error is
3.15483 · 103 km/s. Therefore, we can conclude that theity errors for Case III.
ity errors for Case IV.
Table 4 Position and velocity errors for research cases.
Case No. Onboard model ‘‘True’’ orbit Position error (km) Velocity error (km/s)
I CR3BP CR3BP 8.54722 · 106 6.56723 · 1012
II CR3BP STK 7.99133 · 103 6.28193 · 102
III BR4BP STK 1.06251 · 103 3.15483 · 103
IV The proposed model STK 3.65431 · 105 6.29290 · 1011
Table 5 Costs of times for research cases.
Case No. Onboard model ‘‘True’’ model Cost time (s)
II CR3BP STK 93.292847
III BR4BP STK 115.752531
IV The proposed model STK 130.246806
Fig. A1 Direction of a celestial body in a sensor coordinate
system.
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either. The cost of time for simulation is a little bit longer than
that for Case II, which is 115.752531 s.
(4) Case IV
Given the same assumptions as for Case II, only initial er-
ror is applied here. The ‘‘true’’ orbit is generated by STK in
this case while the onboard model is the proposed model.
Fig. 7 shows the resulting accuracy.
This time the simulation converges and gives the position
error about 3.65431 · 105 km and the velocity error about
6.29290 · 1011 km/s. Since there are no measurement errors,
the estimation results are very accurate. The cost time for this
case is the longest among all cases which is 130.246806 s due to
the complexity of the proposed model. However, the increase
of time cost is not signiﬁcant.
The position and velocity errors in four cases are summa-
rized in Table 4. The costs of times for all the cases are listed
in Table 5.
5. Conclusions
(1) The difference between onboard dynamics and ‘‘true’’
orbit dynamics for autonomous navigation computation
could cause large errors in Earth–Moon libration missions.
Therefore, this paper presents a new navigation dynamic
model for Earth–Moon libration probes with standard
ephemerides, which takes the inﬂuences of direct solar per-
turbation, as well as the indirect solar perturbation and the
eccentricity of the Moon’s orbit, into account. The deriva-
tion of the proposed model shows that the model pre-
sented is a more general model, which has the circular,
elliptical R3BP and BR4BP models as special cases.
(2) During the evaluations of the proposed model, the
R3BP model, and the BR4BP model, it has been shown
that the proposed model is more precise than the other
two models and could better present dynamic character-
istics of Earth–Moon quasi-periodic orbits. The naviga-
tion simulation results show the accuracy of onboard
dynamics can affect the navigation signiﬁcantly. Com-
pared with the other two models, the proposed model
provides much more accurate estimated results. In the
R3BP and BR4BP cases, the ﬁnal errors after seven days
diverge signiﬁcantly. However, when we use theproposed model as onboard dynamics, the navigation
can converge well. In addition, using the proposed
model as onboard dynamics does not increase the simu-
lation duration signiﬁcantly.
(3) It is clear that the proposed model can satisfy the
requirement of accuracy. Further research could be done
with consideration of measurements errors for SEM
autonomous navigation.Acknowledgements
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In this part the detailed information about the measurement
method for the orientation information to the Sun, the Earth
and the Moon are introduced.
Based on the working principle of the sensors, when we
simulate the measured information, usually, the orientation
vector r of object S (the Sun, the Earth, the Moon) could be
projected into in a sensor coordinate OXbYbZb as Ss with a
pitch angle h and a yaw angle g as shown in Fig. A1.
When measurement noises vk and dk that are assumed to be
white Gaussian noise processes are considered, the measured
1268 W. Jing et al.orientation vector r0 = [xb yb zb]
T can be expressed in the
sensor coordinate system as follows:
xbk ¼ rk cos h0k cos g0k
ybk ¼ rk cos h0k sin g0k
zbk ¼ rk sin h0k
8>><>>: ðA1Þ
where h0k ¼ hk þ vk; g0k ¼ gk þ dk .
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